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This is a free pattern. All rights reserved. In downloading this pattern, you agree to print and 
use this pattern and the items made from it only for your personal non‐commercial use. You 
may not distribute or sell electronic or paper copies of this pattern or parts of this pattern. 
Designer can be contacted at quickstrick@gmx.net. If you share your progress or finished 
objects on social media, it would be great when you could add following hashtags and tag 
me @quickstrick #ichstrickmitquickstrick und #flauschmitts. Have fun! 



Material 
Ca. 35gr sports/fingering Weight Yarn.  

I used Drops Baby Merino(175m/50gr) in Color 44 

Ca. 12 gr. Mohair 

I used Drops Kid Silk (200m/25gr) in Color 03 and handdyed Kid Silk in grey 

4mm Needles (US 6) 

Stitch marker 

tapestry needle 

 

Sizes 
S/M/L Sample is shown in size M. 

 

Gauge 
21 sts x 31 rows 2 yarns held together 

 

Abbreviations 
st = stitches 

m = Marker 

sm = slip marker  

rm = remove marker 

BOR = beginning of round 

k = knit 

p = purl 

m1r = Pick up the bar between the last stitch you knit and the one you’re about to knit, 
bringing the needle from the back to the front. Knit thru the front of this stitch.  

m1l = Pick up the bar between the last stitch you knit and the one you’re about to knit, 
bringing the needle from the front to the back. Knit thru the back of this stitch.  

2tog = knit 2sts together 



Note 

The Mitts are knitted in the round from the wrist to the fingertip holding 2 yarns together.   

Do you like to make the Mitts longer? No Problem! You can knit so many rounds as you like 
after the ribbing. This will lengthen the shaft. You can also knit the part of the hand longer 
or shorter, if you knit more or less rounds after dividing the thumb.  

 

PATTERN 
S(M/L) 

 

Hand 
Cast on 36(40/44) sts. place a BOR marker and join to work in the round, being careful not 
to twist the sts 

Round 1-16: k rib *k2, p2*  

Round 17-20: k all sts 

Increase round 21: k 16(18/20), pm, m1r, k2, m1l, pm, k 18(20/22). (38/42/46sts) 

Round 22-23: k all sts and sm when come to them 

Increase round 24: k to m, sm, m1r, k to m, m1l, sm, k to end of round (40/44/48sts) 

Round 25-26 k all sts and sm when come to them 

Increase round 27: k to m, sm, m1r, k to m, m1l, sm, k to end of round (42/46/50sts) 

Round 28: k all sts 

Repeat round 27 + 28 three times (you should have 48/52/56sts, 14sts between the m for 
the thumb) 

Round 35-39: k all sts  

 

Divide hand and thumb 

Round 40: k to m, rm, place 14 thumb sts on st holder or waste yarn, rm, k to end of round  

 

 

 

 



Hand 
Round 41-42: k all sts 

If you like to knit the Mitts in two different colors, it’s now time to change the color of the 
mohair. 

Round 43-51: k all sts. 

Decrease round 52: k 15(17/19), 2tog, k 15(17/19), 2tog (2sts decreased 32/36/40M) 

Round 53-61: knit the rib *k2, p2*  

Round 62: Bind of all sts.  

 

Thumb 
Place 14 held thumb sts onto 3 double pointed needles: 

Round 1: k all 14sts, pick up and knit 2sts over gap, where the 
thumb joins the palm of the hand, pm and join to work into the 
round k all sts 

Round 2-4: k all sts 

If you like to knit the Mitts in two different colors, it’s now time to 
change the color of the mohair. 

Round 5-7: k all sts. 

Round 8-12: k ribbing *k2, p2*  

Round 13: Bind of all sts. 

Work the second in the same way. Weave ends in. Enjoy your mittens  

 

 
 


